Aristocrat and VGT Bring Innovative
Cabinets, Games, Licenses, System Products to G2E 2018
LAS VEGAS (October 2, 2018) – For customers of Aristocrat and VGT, it’s all about what’s inside – what’s inside
the game, the cabinet, the system, and the company itself – that makes all the difference. In booth #1141 at
G2E 2018, Aristocrat and VGT will highlight that what’s inside the heart of the organization is its sharp focus on
customer-centricity and the innovations they create as a result of that focus.
“Everything we do at Aristocrat and VGT is customer-driven and aimed at helping our customers create the
most entertaining experience possible for each of their guests. We are passionately committed to creating
products for every customer preference, and we are absolutely thrilled to showcase our latest innovations at
G2E 2018,” said Matt Wilson, Managing Director Americas.
Attendees’ experience on the Aristocrat side of the booth will be brimming with the latest innovations that
give robust support to each of its cabinets along with further extensions of legendary, proprietary titles.
Aristocrat will also show a new spin on innovative play including metamorphic wheels, Hold & Spin™ Multiplay,
and persistent wilds.
Aristocrat has deep and broad support for each of its cabinets. Appearing on flame55 is the all-new Buffalo
Diamond™ 10th Anniversary Edition, released to mark the 10th anniversary of North America’s most popular
game, Buffalo™. Adding to the flame55 library is an all-new version of The Big Bang Theory™ along with the new
Billions™ Slot Game, based on Showtime’s hit TV drama. Next, the new WESTWORLD™ slot game bursts onto
the scene on flame55 with a unique play experience that allows players to experience two separate base games
either simultaneously or through an integration of the two games.
Next, Aristocrat’s exciting Edge X™ cabinet will demonstrate how the future of large-form cabinets will be
shaped by these innovative products. Titles on Edge X include the new titles Madonna, Mad Max: Fury Road™,
Farmville™, and the latest in the incredibly successful The Walking Dead franchise, The Walking Dead III™ slot
game.
Aristocrat also remains firmly committed to its RELM™ and RELM XL™ stepper cabinets, and the booth will be
filled with new stepper titles and game themes. New game themes for RELM include Buffalo Gold™, 5 Dragons
Gold™, Gold Stacks 88™, and Wicked Winnings II™, bringing some of Aristocrat’s most popular video titles to
the stepper player.
The new Helix XT™ is the latest portrait cabinet from Aristocrat complete with curved 4K monitor, and top
products for the cabinet include Mighty Cash – Double Up™, Ultimate Wheel Blast™ with its industry first
“metamorphic” wheels, Really Wicked Winnings™, and Sun & Moon Gold™.
Next, the legendary and ground-breaking Lightning Link™ slot game is the inspiration for the all-new Dollar
Storm™, with a first-of-its kind multi-level progressive action game that combines with a $100,000 MSP jackpot.
Aristocrat will also showcase the power of its Lightning Link Lounge™ concept and its sister gaming experience
concept, Dragon Link Den™ for the popular Dragon Link™ game.
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VGT will showcase a mix of classic content leveraging the Aristocrat library of player-favorite titles and custom
content created specifically for Class II operators. VGT will show the new Helix XT™ cabinet with new Class II
titles including Dancing Foo™, Lunar Festival™, and Buffalo Xtreme™. The Arc™ Single cabinet will feature new
titles and game themes including Buffalo Gold™ and the Fortune Series – Jin Shi™, and Jin Long™.
Aristocrat’s Oasis 360™ system solutions will be highlighting a multitude of products focused on developing a
deeper connection with operators to help them be more competitive, efficient, and innovative. Solutions
include Oasis Loyalty™, a multi-site single card marketing and rewards solution; ONE LINK™, our floor-wide
bonusing, media, and progressive management solution; Drinks On Tap™, an award-winning mobile drinkordering system; and Oasis 360 Loyalty Kiosk™, with a fully integrated enterprise suite of cutting-edge
bonusing, reporting, card reprinting and marketing promotions.
Come to Aristocrat’s booth #1141 at G2E and discover for yourself that it’s all about what’s inside.
About Aristocrat
Aristocrat Technologies Inc. is a subsidiary of Aristocrat Leisure Limited (ASX: ALL), a leading global provider of
land-based and online gaming solutions. The Company is licensed by more than 200 regulators and its products
and services are available in more than 90 countries around the world. Aristocrat offers a diverse range of
products and services including electronic gaming machines and casino management systems. For further
information, visit the company’s website at www.aristocrat-us.com.
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